January 5th, 2020

Expanscape launch the Aurora 7 Prototype the World’s first 7
Screen Laptop. Expanscape are also launching and the Worlds
first “Pocketable” Dual Screen portable Server, the TeenySERV
DUO.

January 5th, 2020
Expanscape are proud to announce the world’s first 7 screen Laptop and the world’s
first Dual Screen “Pocketable” server. Both devices are currently engineering
prototypes we hope to bring to the market very soon.
Both devices were designed and built by Expanscape’s founder who is also the
director of Byte Iron Limited (www.ByteIron.co.uk) a Cyber Security and IT
Managed Services Consultancy based in the UK.
Aurora 7 prototype
The Aurora 7 is based on a heavily modified/customised ODM laptop and features 4x
17.3 4K/UHD panels and 3x 7inch 1920x1200 panels one of which is a touch screen.
The touchscreen panel is located in the palmrest of the laptop. The Aurora 7 also
features an Intel i9 9900k, NVIDIA GTX graphics, up to 128GB of RAM and up to
16TB of internal storage. The Aurora 7 benefits from a unique folding system that
allows it to be compacted into a much smaller footprint for travel.
TeenySERV Duo prototype
The TeenySERV Duo features dual 7inch 1920x1200 displays, 64GB of RAM a
QuadCore 8 thread i7 processor tuned to function at 4.1 GHZ on all cores, NVMe
storage and an embedded programmable microcontroller and an additional system
status display.
Both prototypes feature internal batteries and are fully functional on battery power.
Expanscape will be manufacturing and selling our prototypes even before they are
finalised as we recognise there is an immediate demand for these items in the
DevOps, SecOps and CyberSecurity and Content Creation and
Day/Stock/Commodity trader communities.
Expanscape will also be selling different variants of these prototypes once our
manufacturing process is finalised.
Contact us at prototypesales@expansys.com for details.
To learn more, visit us www.Expanscape.com
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